372 Rattlesnake Hills

373 Horse Heaven

382 East Klickitat

Sources of information:
- Game Management Units
- WA Department of Fish and Wildlife, Wildlife and Habitat Program (2011)
- WA Department of Fish and Wildlife, Habitat Map (2003)

Utilities:
- Pipelines
- Transmission lines
- Railroads

Hydrography:
- Annual river or streams
- Intermittent stream
- Canal
- Lakes, wide rivers, or oceans

Other Major Public Land Ownership:
- Federal - Other
- State - Water Access
- Municipal Land

Roads:
- Interstate Highway
- US Highway
- State Route
- Local Road
- Unpaved (Not a Road)

Critical Habitat:
- Federal - Other
- State - Water Access
- Municipal Land

2020 - 2021 Hunting Season

Map Ratio: 1:125,000

DISCLAIMER
Due to the dynamic nature of data and the need to refer back to an online version of this map, the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife has no liability for errors or omissions in the data and information contained in this product. There are no warranties that accompany the maps and information contained in this product. For legal definitions of hunting seasons and areas, please refer to Chapters 365-60-10 through 365-60-49 of the Washington Administrative Code (http://www.wa.gov/rules).
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Spring Canyon
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Yakima River

Wildlife Area

Yakima
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Warner Rd

4 Wheel Drive Trail

Canyon Sr-11

Cemetery Rd